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time can help us make better choices. Morn-
ing is best for activities that require balance
and fine motor skills. After reading this book,
you might schedule your next medical opera-
tion before lunch, when you could expect your
surgeon to be at peak efficiency. Late after-
noon is when most swimmers and runners set
speed records. This is also when your pain tol-
erance is highest—a good time to be in the
dentist’s chair. Sperm concentration is higher
in the late afternoon. By early evening, your
body is often physically strongest. Later in the
evening, you should avoid exercise if you want
a good night’s sleep. While these patterns are
typical, they can vary. Sleep patterns are par-
ticularly individualistic, occurring along a

continuum of “larks,”
people with peak
alert times in the
morning, to “owls,”
who are most alert in
the late afternoon
and evening.

Knowledge of the
body’s natural
rhythms could also

influence labor policy. About 15 percent of the
American work force now labors through the
night—when the body’s clock is signaling
sleep. Workers on the graveyard shift may be
at higher risk for heart attack and cancer, as
well as high cholesterol, high blood pressure,
mood disorders, and infertility. They may also
be a danger to others. Ackerman connects the
major nuclear plant accidents at Three Mile
Island and Chernobyl to mistakes made by
night-shift workers.

In her account of a day in the life of your
body, Ackerman explores a number of intrigu-
ing byways—orgasms, napping, the common
cold, and nightmares. She provides a cascade
of odd facts: Kissing your partner can involve
an exchange of five million bacteria, for exam-
ple, and fetuses yawn in utero. Her astonish-
ment appears to grow with each chapter, and
so does ours. Our bodies know just what to do

and when to do it. With a languorous dip and
a graceful slide, we follow our partner’s lead—
a miracle in motion.

Sharman Apt Russell teaches at Western New Mexico Univer-
sity, Silver City, and Antioch University, Los Angeles. Her most
recent book is Hunger: An Unnatural History (2005).

Calculated Decisions
By Alexandra Vacroux

Worried that your

personal information is
being collected and manipu-
lated? Wonder why your
favorite websites know your
taste in books and movies
better than your own
mother does? In Super
Crunchers, Ian Ayres answers these questions
and more as he tells a numerical tale both
exciting and cautionary.

In the past several years, advances in com-
puter storage capacity have made possible mas-
sive databases that are changing the ways gov-
ernment agencies, market research firms, and
universities run their operations—and our
lives. Ayres, an economist and law professor at
Yale, sets out to explain how these databases,
some of which contain thousands of times the
information stored in the Library of Congress,
can be quickly analyzed to shape real-world
decisions.

Super Crunchers is not the dry econo-
metrics textbook you couldn’t get through in
college. Ayres relies on baseball scouts, wine
critics, entrepreneurs, and doctors to illustrate
his argument, and goes into the gory mathe-
matical details only in the last chapter. He
illustrates regression—a statistical procedure
that exploits databases to estimate how var-
ious factors influence a single outcome—by
describing how electronic matchmaking sites
such as eHarmony and True.com put people
together. These companies propose matches
by collecting clues to personality traits and
social skills with detailed questionnaires. The
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It is not surprising that
mistakes that led to nuclear
accidents at Three Mile
Island and Chernobyl were
made by night-shift workers.



clues become data, which are then crunched to
calculate how compatible one person might be
with others who have also submitted informa-
tion. Sometimes, opposites do attract.

The basic idea underlying super crunching
is that using regression techniques produces
far more accurate results than the intuition
and experience of the traditional expert. The
debate over how decisions should be
made is nowhere clearer than in
Ayres’s chapter on “evidence-
based medicine.” No human
brain, even that of a good
doctor, can actively recall
all 11,000 human
diseases and their
symptoms. Enter the
Isabel database, which
serves as the “Google of
medical diagnosis.” The
doctor logs a patient’s
symptoms, and Isabel
generates a list of possible
diagnoses. In about 10 percent of
cases, Isabel points doctors
toward a diagnosis they didn’t
consider but should have.

Though Ayres initially
titled his book The End of
Intuition, he does leave
a role for the gut. Peo-
ple are bad at
weighing the rela-
tive importance of
factors that affect a
given outcome, but they have good hunches
about which variables should be considered in
the first place. Databases alone do not always
yield definitive results; some have been so
manipulated that they resemble “prisoners who
will tell you anything you want to know.” Ayres
advises all crunchers to check their assumptions
carefully and, if possible, to allow results to be
independently verified.

He offers the cautionary tale of John Lott, a
scholar who, in 2000, created and analyzed a
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crime database and found that when citizens
are allowed to carry concealed weapons,
would-be attackers are discouraged and crime
decreases. Lott’s conclusions were instrumental
in the passage of at least nine state laws per-
mitting concealed weapons. When he shared
his database with Ayres and others, however,
they discovered that slight changes to the

regression equations negated the
more guns/less crime relation-
ship, and that after coding
errors were corrected, the
data set suggested that con-
cealed weapons laws are, if
anything, likely to increase
crime rates.

A couple of years ago, Mal-
colm Gladwell made the

case for intuition. In
Blink, he argued that
instantaneous, subcon-
scious decisions based
on accumulated
knowledge and expe-
rience are often supe-
rior to those derived
from “more deliber-
ate and exhaustive
ways of thinking.”

What Ayres and
Gladwell do agree
on is that the brain
does not make
good decisions
when flooded with

information. We are biased by preconceived
ideas, prone to rationalization, and easily
influenced. We think we are right far more
often than we are. After reading Ayres’s book,
some may be ready to throw intuition to the
wind. The more cautious among us will take
comfort in Gladwell’s conviction that the
human mind may still yield insights not read-
ily supplanted by those of a computer.

Alexandra Vacroux is a senior scholar at the Wilson Center.


